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Conceptualization of ageing in relation to factors of importance for extending working life
– a review

Aim: The aim of this study was to explore and understand the complexity of ageing in relation to factors of importance for extending working life. Method: Discourse analysis of documents was used in an integrative review including 128 articles. Result: Four different conceptualization of ageing are shown affect older workers’ ability to extend their working life: i) Biological ageing people’s health in relation to their physical and mental work environment, their pace of work and recuperation needs; ii) chronological ageing statutory retirement age and policies and economic incentives devised for older workers by society, union and organisations/enterprises; iii) social ageing inclusion in different social groups, the attitude of managers, organisations and family members, the leisure activities and surrounding environment; and iv) mental/cognitive ageing self-crediting, motivating and meaningful activities, competence and skills in working life. Conclusion: Societies today focus mostly on chronological ageing and are looking to increase the retirement age with regard to statutory pension systems, e.g. beyond 65 years of age. The inter-relationships between chronological, mental, biological and social ageing and the nine areas identified as being important to older workers in these respects need to be considered when aiming to provide a sustainable working life for the increasing numbers of older workers in modern society. The theoretical model developed is a contribution to the critical debate that can be applied by societies, employers and managers in order to provide older workers with an inclusive and sustainable extended working life.
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Introduction
The ageing population is an important public health area and is widely seen as one of the most significant threats to global wealth because of the potentially profound social, economic and political implications and the strains it imposes on the robustness of welfare systems [1, 2]. The number of people aged 60 and above is currently
increasing by more than two million per year in the Western world, roughly twice the rate observed until about four years ago. Life expectancy at birth today is over 80 years in 33 countries, up from 19 countries in 2005 [3].

The challenges and opportunities posed by this demographic shift are of special interest for sustainable societies and require the implementation of policies to help people stay healthy and active in ageing, as well as in working life.

Societies, organisations and businesses have to understand, manage and care for ageing workers in their extended working life. The main demographic factor that distinguishes older workers from other employees is obviously their age. Previous research has mostly focused on older workers retirement and exit from working life [4-24], with no regard to different meanings of ageing and conceptualizations of ageing. This study wants to take the analysis a step further to fill the knowledge gap and focus on the other side of the coin, i.e. employees’ possibility to extend their working life out of different ageing concepts. Chronological age is the most common age definition in the extended working life debate, but it does not influence older workers’ productivity as much as their subjective experienced age [10]. Ageing in association with working life has to be more elaborate in light of today’s increasingly older workforce in order to maintain a sustainable extended working life [5-8]. Ageing is a complex factor and different conceptualizations of ageing therefore need to be considered in relation to extending working life [4]. To understand the complexity of ageing in working life, it is necessary to examine the connections between different conceptualizations of ageing, or age definitions, and factors of importance for continuing working life.

The overall objective of this study was to explore, explain and understand the complexity of ageing in relation to areas of importance for extending working life, i.e. people’s possibility to work in old age. Specific questions were: What affects working life participation in old age? How are different conceptions of ageing connected to older employees’ working life participation? A secondary objective was to develop a theoretical model based on the knowledge gained of conceptualizations of ageing, factors important for working life participation and the decision to extend working life. This theoretical model developed comprises a first attempt to organise the findings from interdisciplinary research into an understandable representation of the complexity of ageing and the effects on elderly workers contemplating extending their working life. The intention was to add to the important critical discussion on ageing and on factors important for working in older age. The intention was also that the model could put the agenda a step further to identify obstacles and possible strategies to maintain a sustainable extended working life.
Ageing

A review of the literature identified four specific conceptualizations of ageing that affect workers’ possibility to extend their working life. These were: chronological ageing, mental ageing, biological ageing and social ageing [10, 25-35] (Figure 1). An individual is assumed to have several ages at the same time depending on different contexts [35]. Those ages are related, and not entirely distinct from each other. Chronological ageing describes the passage of time and thereby influences the other conceptualizations of ageing. In some of the literature, mental, biological and social ageing are clustered and described as ‘functional’ or ‘subjective’ ageing [33;34;10]. However, such clustering was not used in the present analysis.

![Image of the four different conceptualizations of ageing identified in the literature.](image)

**Figure 1.** The four different conceptualizations of ageing identified in the literature.

The factors determining whether older workers are able to extend their working lives are complex and involve many different perspectives and research areas [14]. In a sustainable economic approach at the societal macro level, more people need to keep working in order to maintain the welfare system, but the challenge is how to enable and incentivise people to remain in working life until an older age [15, 16]. The productivity of individuals in old age is most important at the meso level, i.e. to organisations and businesses looking at employee retirement. Individuals generally have a different agenda than society and employers [16]. At the micro level, people make the decision to remain in working life or, alternatively, to retire early based on deliberation and weighting of their own situation with respect to four issues [17]: i) Their health and well-being in relation to their work situation, work environment and work pace/recovery time compared with their expected health if they retire; ii) their
personal economic situation in employment compared with in retirement; iii) the opportunities for social inclusion and participation in working life situations in employment, together with workmates, clients, patients, etc. compared with in retirement, where they will have more time together with family and for voluntary work and leisure; and iv) the opportunities for meaningful and self-crediting activities and tasks in working life in relation to their knowledge, experiences and skills compared with the opportunities for meaningful and self-crediting activities they expect in retirement, with more time for leisure and voluntary activities.

Method
The study comprised an integrative review, the broadest of the review methods, which permits inclusion of quantitative and qualitative studies and of theoretical and empirical literature. This type of review considers knowledge about a specific topic and seeks to identify, analyse and synthesise results of independent studies on the same subject [36,37]. An integrative review extracts the ideas and results in the research reviewed, without detailed descriptions of the experimental design, method, participants, etc. in the individual studies. It focuses on critically summarising the analytical results and creating a more complex abstract and theoretical results matrix. Integrative reviews often include creation of a new model or development of a framework for the topic of interest, and employ new ways of conceptualising the research field. The integrative review approach is mostly used in the development of policies and in critical assessment of practical demands and problems in everyday life.

The aim of the present review was not to examine all the many studies that exist on the subject ageing and older workers in extended working life. Rather, it was to identify different factors affecting people’s possibility to work in old age and measures that societies and employers should take to understand, manage and support these older workers. The interdisciplinary research performed to date in this subject area includes qualitative, quantitative and intervention studies, which it was possible to combine within the integrative review design. The review was therefore selective rather than exhaustive in order to include studies on all the different aspects of ageing and older workers’ possibilities to extend their working life. This approach matched the aims of the study, i.e. creation of a theoretical framework and model.

Literature search method
The literature search was performed in different steps and was carried out by a specialist librarian at Lund University library. In the first step, an electronic search was performed in the scientific databases Medline,
PubMed, Scopus, Science Direct, Web of Knowledge, Cochran Library and Google Scholar. In the second step, a search was performed in the Swedish library database LIBRIS and Lund University library database. In the third step, a special search was performed for reports published in 2003 and later by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the World Health Organisation (WHO), the World Economic Forum (WEF) and the European Union (EU). Selection of papers for review was performed based on inclusion and exclusion criteria (Table 1). The study was restricted to older workers, worker ageing and factors affecting the possibility for workers to extend their working life. However, this research field is close to the retirement research field, and in order to capture the situation of older workers the search therefore also included studies and theories about retirement intentions, retirement decisions, bridge employment and the situation of the newly retired. The keywords used in various combination were: “age”, “ageing”, “work”, “older worker”, “older employees”, “retirement”, and “extended working life”. Different combinations of the keywords were used in the search, as well as truncation and search words such as “AND” and “OR”. Articles published in 2003 or later were preferred in the search, because socio-economic trends, labour force structure, population structure, social structure, forms and process of retirement, etc. change over time. Because of this the study is limited to sources from 2003 or later. However, some older publications that were frequently cited in the selected publications were included. The results of the search included reports, working papers, scientific publications, book chapters and internet publications. After reading titles and abstracts, many of these were rejected based on the inclusion criteria and because of duplication. The final sample consisted of 298 documents with a title and abstract of relevance to the research questions and which met the inclusion criteria. However, after reading the actual documents some were rejected based on the inclusion criteria, so the final sample consisted of 128 documents.

Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Exclusion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Papers including research, analysis or theoretical</td>
<td>Not a scientific paper or scientific report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>framework</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Located in a search for the keywords: “age”, “ageing”,</td>
<td>Studies, reports, analyses or theoretical frameworks that did</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“old”, “older”, “work”, “worker”, “employees”, “employment”,</td>
<td>not include an age perspective or mention older people’s work and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“retirement” and “extended working life” | employment situations, working life and work environment.
---|---
Studies with a quantitative, qualitative or intervention design | Small sample sizes, low response rates or weak design
Strategy document included the perspective on older workers at the macro, meso or micro level | 
Publication in English or Nordic language | 

**Analysis methods**

The selected papers were analysed in order to get a better understanding of the process of ageing, factors determining work life participation in old age and factors affecting decisions on extending working life. The discourse on ageing and factors affecting work life participation influence older people’s possibility to extend their working life. Discourse analysis was used to evaluate the results in the 128 documents analysed and to distinguish different types of discursive practice on ageing and on factors of importance for working in old age [38,39]. In the study ‘work’ refers to occupational work, while ‘retirement’ refers to the final ending of occupational work. Discourse analysis was used to research and understand how ageing in work is related to older workers and early retirees. The analysis was performed in different steps. In the first step the analysis evaluated different factors from the reviewed studies important to work life participation. The description of factors is important for working life participation. Those factors were sorted into different areas in the analysis. Finally, the factors associated with work life participation in the selected papers were sorted into nine areas.

In the second step of the analysis, these nine areas were analysed in regard to the different conceptualizations of ageing identified. The results of this analysis were used to construct a theoretical model of the connection between ageing and factors of importance for extending working life. This third step of the analysis also examined possible connections between different conceptualizations of ageing and related factors of importance for working in an older age and for older workers’ deliberations and decision to extend their working life. Therefore, in the fourth step the model was analysed together with findings from an earlier discourse analysis on older workers’ deliberations and their decision to extend their working life or retire [17]. That analysis stated that older workers rational consideration and weighting in their decision to work, or not to work, in an extended working life. Four
themes appeared in that analysis: (i) personal health and well-being; (ii) personal finances; (iii) possibilities for social inclusion; and (iv) possibilities for self-crediting by meaningful activities. One or all four themes were described as the final reason for remaining in working life or retiring from occupational work.

The final analysis result organise a theoretical model of the relationship between the different conceptualizations of ageing and the nine factors identified as important in the decision to participate in working life and extend working life.

Results

A close scrutiny of the selected literature identified factors and sorted those into nine specific areas that are central to older workers’ participation in working life. These were: Health (26); economic incentives (22); family, leisure and surrounding society (16); physical work environment (26); mental work environment (16); work pace and working hours (19); competence and skills (16); motivation and work satisfaction (28); and the attitude of managers and organisation to older workers (25) (Figure 2). The number of papers that described these factors is given in brackets above to each of the identified areas. Some of the papers described more than one of the areas and is therefore included in more than one area.
Figure 2. The nine areas identified as being central to older workers’ participation in working life.

The relative influence of these nine areas relating to older workers and to extending working life for the four different conceptualizations of ageing (biological, chronological, social, and mental/cognitive) was then analysed. The findings are presented below.

**Biological ageing and areas important for extending working life participation**

Four of the nine areas were identified as being important for biological ageing. These were: health; physical work environment; mental work environment; and work pace and working hours.

**Health**

Health is a major factor for the ability of older people to participate in working life and is a key determinant of extended working life [18-24, 40-46]. Although health deteriorates and illnesses increase as people get older, the variation between individuals is enormous [28, 47, 48]. Biological ageing affects anatomy and physiology in different ways, but the interaction between the brain, sensory organs, locomotive organs and circulatory organs decreases in all people from 40 years of age. In addition, physiological degeneration contributes to decreases in hearing and eyesight and increases in reaction times. The prevalence of chronic pain also seems to increase with age [49]. One reason for older people being more likely to suffer decreased health is their longer exposure to the work environment and the impact of lifestyle choices over time. It has also been suggested that work-related exhaustion is associated with an accelerated rate of biological ageing and a shortening of telomere length [50]. However, other research shows that mortality rates are not affected by early or later retirement from working life when adjustments are made for diagnoses [51]. One study found it difficult to confirm whether it was the change in activity following retirement that increased mortality rates, or whether it was a health-associated selection bias of the early retired [52]. In another study, physical functioning was seen to decline to some extent regardless of whether older civil servants continued working or retired [53].

Disease and current ill health, as well as a desire for better health, can be arguments to retire early or go on working [54]. However, retirement can be both beneficial and detrimental to the individual’s health. For some, it improves health; for others, health deteriorates after retirement [55]. Ill health gives both the individual and the
organisation an accepted way out from work and can also be a way to rest, so that the individual does not become worn out prematurely. However, people who enjoy their work seem to play down their health problems and work longer, whereas those who dislike their work exaggerate their health problems and retire earlier [17, 56]. Health is not a common predictor of early retirement in countries with in average earlier statutory retirement age [20].

Better environmental circumstances, e.g. lifestyle factors, training and an improved (work) environment, could improve health and delay biological ageing. In all older individuals, but especially those with chronic diseases, a healthy lifestyle incorporating physical, mental and social activities prevents further declines in health capacity and work ability [23, 24]. High levels of wellbeing, gratification and quality of life also seem to promote the experience of better health, i.e. self-rated health, among older people.

**Physical work environment**

Remaining in work in old age does not appear to be problematic in itself if the circumstances are good. Productivity is reported to increase until people reach 50-55 years of age and in general declines very slightly thereafter [9]. However, injury and musculoskeletal disorders increase biological ageing and are predictors of if people could go on working. Improvements in physical working conditions could significantly facilitate and prolong working life [57]. Poor physical work environments or badly-designed and demanding work conditions leave people worn out; as a result, they retire earlier [4;11;12;23;40-44;47;50;51;55;56;58-63]. Work capacity decreases with increased age among individuals in physically demanding work environments and among those with little control over their work [61]. Ageing workers seem to be at a higher risk of injuries in demanding work environments than younger workers due to their tendency to use older equipment, together with decreased hearing, longer reaction times and problems adapting to new situations [62]. In addition, any injuries incurred by older workers appear to be much more severe due to the longer recovery time [64-66]. However, it has been found that, although older workers have more serious workplace injuries, they have fewer injuries and less sickness than younger workers [67].

The variation in the most common types of occupations in a particular country partly explains the variation in general retirement age between countries, as well as different work circumstances given the same occupations in different countries [59]. Health problems also appear to vary systematically according to type of occupation and accumulate over the individual’s lifetime [68]. Blue-collar workers with decreased work ability in middle life tend to experience an accelerated decline in health and functioning which remains evident in old age [57]. In addition, there is a tendency among those with only a basic education to remain in the same occupation throughout working life, despite demanding working conditions and the fact that their physical capacity decreases with age. In one
study, the difference in work-related health problems remained stable at older age after retirement [68]. However, another study reported that health among those who had experienced a poor work environment and multiple health complaints before retirement seemed to improve after retirement [69].

**Mental work environment**

Participation in work can significantly boost health in old age. One study reported that older participants with a happy working life often display better mental and physical health than pensioners of similar age [70]. Being happy with work and one’s profession and being appreciated at work are very important to perceptions of good health and to actual long-term health [45]. That is also important for biological aging and in making people feel younger [10]. A good mental work environment, better control over life and higher education predict successful ageing at 70 years and beyond [71]. A sustainable working life is reported to be characterised by dialogue, communication, participation, a sense of coherence, clarity, confidence and control over one’s work [72].

The mental work environment can, however, be demanding and increase early retirement. Work-related stress and mental disorders often push people into early retirement [17, 31, 73, 60, 62]. A poor mental work environment (including stress, unclear targets, absence of information, lack of inclusion in a working group, and bullying and scapegoating) is detrimental to health and increases the risk of early retirement [72, 74, 75]. Work-related stress, anxiety and pain are also independently associated with general sleep problems. In one Swedish study, nearly one-third of healthcare professionals and nearly half of psychiatric nursing assistants described their work as being too mentally demanding to continue beyond retirement age [76]. Self-perceived health seems to improve after retirement among those with high demands, low satisfaction, a poor mental work environment or a low occupational grade [55, 77, 78].

**Working hours, work pace and rest**

Many studies have shown that older workers appear to need more rest time, a moderate pace of work and limited working hours to maintain good health [19, 23, 46, 70, 79, 80]. Fatigue and the need for a decreased work pace and for rest increase in general with biological ageing and chronic health problems. In an intervention program increased the average retirement age then employees from the age of 58 could reduce their working time with 20 percent [13]. Other findings were that sick leave decreased for older workers, leading to an increase in productivity and profitability for the company. However, chronic health problems are not closely associated with decreased working hours among older workers who can adjust their own work [81]. Reducing working hours with increased
age and gradual retirement, rather than an abrupt end to working life, are also described as being better for health because this allows time for people to make changes to their lifestyle [82]. Having control over the timing and manner of retirement makes it easier to plan the life change. It also has a positive impact on mental and social wellbeing that persists after retirement [82, 83].

It has been reported that sleep becomes more fragmented with age and that shift work increases health problems and work-related accidents in old age [84]. Rest and sleep problems affect memory and cognitive functions [85]. Sleep deprivation and sleep disturbance can affect people’s cognition and concentration and increase the risk of accidents, e.g. many work-related accidents and traffic accidents are caused by fatigue and sleep disturbance [86-88]. A study with 14,714 participants provided strong evidence that retirement causes a substantial and sustained decrease in sleep disturbance and concluded that this positive outcome results from the elimination of work-related stress [89]. Other studies have also found that mental fatigue and insomnia decrease after retirement [90-92].

Summary of biological ageing and areas important for extending working life participation

Biological ageing depends on genetic heritage, on the telomere length at the end of each chromosome in the cells of the body, but it is also affected by lifestyle, injuries and diseases and illnesses suffered during (working) life [25-27]. Summarising the results in the literature, it can be stated that biological ageing affects extended working life based on the individual’s health, their physical and mental work environment and the pace and duration of their work. These four factors relation to biological ageing is the same as the first consideration of older workers in their decision to extend working life or retire. Biological ageing is on the individual micro level. However it is affected by environmental and health determinant factors on the societies macro level and organisations meso level.

Chronological ageing and factors important for extending working life participation

One of the nine areas was identified as being important for chronological ageing. This was: economic incentives.

Economic incentives

Social security and pension benefits, which affect personal finances, are determined by chronological age and are often used by society to regulate extended working life and retirement planning [21, 58, 95-99]. The social
insurance system and retirement system vary significantly between countries. Personal finances and retirement incentives can be used either to keep employees in the workforce through the threat of poverty or pull them into retirement by making it possible for them to stop working through economic wellbeing [18, 20, 22, 42, 56, 93-96]. The decision to extend working life is not always voluntary, as it may be affected by the individual’s financial circumstances [17]. However, socio-economic status also affects the individual’s odds of successful ageing [97]. Indeed, some studies show that financial hardship affects the risk of mortality among older adults [98]. On the other hand, personal economic stability gives better self-rated health; older people with low socio-economic status show an improvement in self-rated health when non-contributory pensions are increased [99].

Economic analysis often considers incentive/disincentive trade-offs such as pull factors at the individual level of the social insurance system. One study found that if the benefits programme is equal or more beneficial than work, the individual is voluntarily pulled out of working life [100]. Another study found that workers who disliked their work and were more optimistic in their expectations of enjoying future retirement made greater financial sacrifices to retire early [101]. Income and wealth seem to influence work and retirement decisions, mostly among men and unmarried women, but not as much among married women [73]. The self-employed have particular opportunities to adjust their tasks and productive activities to their functional age, which gives them the option to continue paid or unpaid work on their own terms [17]. The transfer of firms and properties to the next generation is another factor unique to the self-employed; they often adjust their retirement to the takeover needs of the next generation. Financial incentives are not the primary force motivating people to work. It is much better for older people’s health if they continue working because they want to, and not because there is no economic alternative [102, 103].

Summary of chronological ageing and factors important for extending working life participation

Chronological ageing emerged as the mostly common conceptualization of ageing in a search using the words: “ageing”, “older worker”, “older employees”, “retirement”, and “extended working life”. However, the present analysis revealed that only older workers’ personal financial circumstances seems to relate to chronological ageing. Society’s macro level view of ageing and the statutory retirement system and economic incentives are mostly based on chronological age. Other factors based on chronological age at the organisational meso level also affect the ability to work in old age, such as organisational policies and the occupational pension. Chronological ageing in terms of its effect on personal finances seems to be similar as the factors in the second consideration of older workers deciding whether to extend working life or retire.
Social ageing and factors important for extending working life

Two of the nine factors were identified as being important for social ageing. These were: attitude of managers and organisations and the experience of joining family, leisure and surrounding society.

Attitude of managers and organisations

Social ageing concerns the attitude in a culture and society to individuals in different phases and stages of life [34]. The attitude and support given by employers to ageing and elderly workers has been shown to be one of the most important factors in their ability to continue working [11-13]. Age is sometimes considered a legitimate reason to refuse to employ or to terminate employment [104]. A negative attitude to older workers and a stereotypical picture of older workers as e.g. stagnant and as an encumbrance pushes people out of working life early [22, 71, 76, 80, 98, 105]. Other forms of discrimination, based on gender, disability and ethnic differences, also affect the attitudes of managers and organisations to older workers. Employers’ approach to retaining older workers determines whether older workers will have an opportunity to extend working life [17, 58, 105, 106]. Lack of interest in older workers on the part of the organisation and management can lead to increased bitterness with life and a desire for early retirement [107]. One study has shown that poor managerial support is associated with both lower work ability and greater reluctance to continue working until 65 years of age [108]. Due to professional status and occupational opportunities, different occupations seem to provide different degrees of incentive to continue working life [76, 109]. Older workers pushed into retirement as a result of market forces experience lower wellbeing than those who retire for other reasons [83, 110].

Where the employer has a positive attitude regarding older workers as wise elders and valuing their experience and knowledge, remaining in the workforce becomes more attractive [23, 71, 80, 111]. However, even though many employers and organisations agree that the growth in the number of older people and the decrease in the working age population create significant challenges, few organisations take any practical steps to increase the chances of older employees extending their working life [112]. In a study of municipal managers, only 41 per cent stated that it was important to retain employees until 65 years of age, and only 14 per cent thought it important to retain employees older than 66 years of age [105]. Managers’ own senior career plans influence their attitudes towards extending the careers of their older workers, together with budgets and demands on efficiency [113].

Categorisations and discussions about homogeneous groups, e.g. a certain age range, can easily lead to generalisations and stereotyping [114]. Age discrimination has significant associations with early retirement,
especially for men [115]. However, age discrimination appears to be more common for women. For example, an English study found that managers described their female employees as older workers when they were 48 years of age, while male employees were not considered to be older workers until they were 51 [105].

**Family, leisure and surrounding society**

Work occupies a great part of people’s waking time and affects their family life and leisure pursuits. Individuals’ social ageing enters a different phase when individuals retire and leave working life. Retirement is described as a major turning point in life, which requires preparation by the individual and by their marital or civil partner [116]. Marital status influences individuals to extend working life or retire both in cases where the life partner continues to work and where the older partner wants to spend more time with relatives or in leisure pursuits [17, 21, 31, 106, 117, 118]. Many couples plan their retirement together; people are less likely to continue working if their partner has already retired and vice versa [119]. Being happily married has a strong positive influence on retirement, as couples look forward to spending more time together [120, 121]. However, couples individually and jointly reported to be most satisfied after retirement are those in which the female partner was not influenced by their male partner to retire [122]. Other studies have found that not having a partner can contribute to an extended working life, because leisure time is otherwise too long and sometimes the opportunities for social inclusion are better at work for those living alone [17]. On the other hand, not having a partner can contribute to a lower interest in economic incentives for extended working life, especially among men [95].

The normal age for retirement and the prevailing attitude to retirement in an individual’s circle of friends affects their attitude to retirement and retirement planning [31, 117, 118]. Having dependents in the household, regardless of whether these are children, elderly parents or an ill partner, also influences retirement among women. Some people describe work as being antagonistic to leisure activities and this perceived obstacle is a reason for early retirement [17]. On the other hand, a study of 28,780 people in 18 occupations from 27 European countries showed that those aged 50 years and older found it easier to balance their working hours with family and social commitments than younger workers in all occupations surveyed [123]. If work interacts with leisure activities and family commitments, retirement may be delayed [106].

Voluntary work and activities are important for health and wellbeing and can prevent mental disorders [124]. A combination of paid work and volunteering reduced the rate of mental health decline in later life. Participation and personal development in leisure activities increase wellbeing for older people, while voluntary work can act as a substitute for previous paid employment to maintain feelings of meaningfulness, usefulness and productivity [17].
Unfortunately, those pushed into retirement do not appear to be as likely to take up a new activity as those who retire voluntarily [121].

**Summary of social ageing and factors important for extending working life participation**

Social ageing relates to social inclusion, expectations and a sense of identity within different social positions through the different phases and stages of life, e.g. childhood, teenage, working age, retirement age, old age. Older workers’ social ageing affects their possibility of social inclusion in different groups in society. Social ageing, determined by the attitudes of managers and organisations and family, leisure and surrounding society, seems to be the same as the third consideration in older workers’ decision to extend working life. The attitudes at the societal macro level and organisational meso level affect the older employees’ experience of their social age and whether they feel included in the social group of workers, or in the social group of retired people.

**Mental/cognitive ageing and factors important for extending working life participation**

Two of the nine factors were identified as being important for mental/cognitive ageing. These were: competence and skills and motivation and work satisfaction.

**Competence and skills**

Mental/cognitive ageing affects how people learn and may also increase wisdom after a long life of experience. Level of education, competence and the opportunity to develop and use new skills are significant factors in older workers extending their working life [23, 125, 126]. Highly-educated workers have better self-rated health and their health does not decline as fast with increased age as that of the less well-educated worker [127]. Highly-educated men are more likely to continue working and to work part-time, even after 70 years of age [128]. On the other hand, older people with health problems, the “wrong” education and low competence and skills seem to be pushed out of the labour market due to technological developments, increased competition and organisational trends [100]. Health is affected negatively on retirement because an individual’s skills are no longer required, especially among men [83].

The ability to detect emotional information quickly, general knowledge and unconscious learning ability decline only slightly or even improve with increasing age. The natural decrease in cognitive and physical capacity is often compensated for by increased experience, knowledge and wisdom in older workers [29]. Furthermore, if older
individuals receive new information connected to their former experience and knowledge, their capacity to use the new information is better than that of younger individuals. A study on judges found that older workers had better qualitative performance in their work, although poorer quantitative performance, than younger workers [30].

Old age in itself does not appear to lessen an individual’s ability to learn new things and to perform working tasks. However, speed, reaction time, focusing on important information, ignoring irrelevant information and the cognitive procedure of information processing take longer as biological age increases [28, 29, 131]. Age-related declines in cognitive abilities such as memory and reasoning can be predicted by cardiovascular disease and physical abilities such as walking and balance [129]. It is not impossible to learn new skills in old age; the ability to do so is mostly determined by the individual’s belief in his or her own potential to absorb new knowledge. Fear, stress and exhaustion about learning new things, e.g. computer techniques, are an acknowledged reason for early retirement or an extended working life. If information is presented in a new way, it takes a longer time for older individuals to cognitively structure and organise the information and therefore to learn and react [28, 30]. To make learning new information easier and stress-free for older individuals, it is important to develop learning methods that are appropriate and that connect with former life experience [30, 129]. Obstacles to new learning can be solved easily with continuing education, learning by doing and periodic breaks.

Motivation and work satisfaction

Cognitive activities with motivating and problem-solving tasks are important to mental/cognitive ageing. Being given the possibility for self-crediting and meaningful tasks and using experiences, knowledge and education in work increase work motivation and work satisfaction [20, 22, 31, 45 80]. Work satisfaction and receiving attention in the workplace are also important indicators for an extended working life. Purposeful activities and an engagement with life and society lead to feelings of being valued, which increases successful mental/cognitive ageing [107]. Individuals who are tired of work, who have no work motivation or ability to keep working, are more likely to retire early [17, 100, 102, 130]. The attitude of managers and organisations to older workers also has a significant impact on their motivation to extend working life [17, 31, 71, 105]. People are reported to continue working because they are committed to their organisation and attached to their work [131]. People in their sixties who see work as an important part of life are more willing to work beyond 65 years of age [17, 31, 102]. Individuals with high socio-economic status and high status at work who retire early show decreased mental health after retirement, especially men. This is probably because retirement decreases their status and life satisfaction [132, 133]. Furthermore, those who participate in working life at an older age often perceive themselves to have better
mental and physical health than those without meaningful tasks [70, 107]. Bridging employment, i.e. (part-time) employment after retirement from a full-time position, has been related to both retirement satisfaction and overall life satisfaction [134, 135]. One study indicated that older employees with longer time horizons and longer expectations of life have a preference to extend working life [136]. In addition, early dissatisfaction, been bought up in a problem family, dropping out of school or poor mental health earlier in life result in a greater risk for early retirement [132, 137].

The possibility for ongoing knowledge development and cognitive stimulation, e.g. by participating in new projects despite old age, increase the possibility to a successful mental/cognitive ageing [28, 29, 45, 75, 79]. That also increases the productivity among older workers [10].

**Summary of mental/cognitive ageing and factors important for extending working life participation**

Mental or cognitive ageing refers to individuals’ mental/cognitive development throughout their life and includes cognitive aspects of learning, knowledge, knowhow and memory. Mental/cognitive ageing and the associated factors of competence and skills and the possibility of motivating and meaningful activities in work are the fourth consideration in older workers’ decision to extend their working life. The individuals’ mental/cognitive ageing is affected by their genes, lifestyle and diseases, i.e. at the individual micro level. However, it also affects the possibilities/facilities, stimulation, motivation and trust to learn new things that is performed at the organisational meso level and the societal macro level.

**Discussion**

The obvious factor that differentiates older workers from other employees is their chronological age. Most of the current initiatives to increase work life participation to a higher age are based on chronological ageing. However, research has shown that chronological ageing is not necessarily the most important factor for older workers deciding to retire/continue their working life [4-12, 31]. Older workers and extension of working life therefore need to be considered in terms of other conceptualizations of ageing to make it more sustainable. This study reviewed, analysed and categorised the relevant literature in order to understand the complexity of employee ageing in relation to factors affecting work participation, i.e. people’s possibility to work in old age. The review identified four conceptualizations of ageing and nine areas of importance to work life participation in old age. In light of the increasing numbers of older workers and the need to create a more sustainable extended working life, it is essential to consider the associations between the nine areas identified and different conceptualizations of
ageing, in order to understand the unique situation of older workers and their desires and ability to extend their working life.

The analysis stated that biological ageing affects people’s health in relation to their physical and mental work environment and their pace and duration of work. To make an extended working life more sustainable in regards to biological ageing the physically demanding work environment, such as risks of injuries and wearing out, and mental work environment demands, such as stress and threats, need to be considered. Additionally, the working time and working pace need to be adapted for the increased need of recovery and rest that is associated with increased biological aging. It was also found in the analysis that social ageing is affected by the attitude of managers and organisations, family members, leisure activities and the social environment. In order to make an extended working life more sustainable it is important that the organisation, managers and work mates do not exclude or discriminate the older employees due to their age. Instead, it is important to maintain social inclusion and support in the working group and from the colleagues. To take advantage of and pay attention to the older employees important human experience capital in the organisation affects the experience of being a part of the work force instead of being regarded as a person moving on to retirement. However, it is also important to make it possible for the older employees to develop their social life outside working life, and to make the extended working life possible to adapt to their social ageing situation in association to family, friends and leisure activities. Another factor found in the analysis was that mental/cognitive ageing is affected by self-crediting, motivating and meaningful activities, competences and skills. To make an extended working life more sustainable, the organisations and managers need to provide for employees ongoing competence development. The pedagogics need to be suited and adapted to older employees’ changed manner to learn new things. A possibility is that tasks and work activities that are self-crediting and motivating make the extended working life a meaningful and important part of older individuals’ existence. This also contributes to a positive effect in older employees’ mental/cognitive ageing. Finally, the analysis stated that chronological ageing determines statutory retirement age and is affected by policies and economic incentives devised for older workers by society and organisations/enterprises. To make an extended working life more sustainable, the policy makers need to consider not only the chronological ageing and delay the retirement age, but also consider how to adapt strategies for the other ageing concepts as described above.

These results were organised in a theoretical model that includes: the four different conceptualizations of ageing; the nine factors of importance for working life; and their relation to older workers’ decision to extend their working life or retire (Figure 3). Employees’ biological ageing is important to consider because adequate
individual health and well-being in association with their work situation (work pace, time, and environment) are the most decisive factors for all work life participation and are older employees’ first considerations when deciding whether to extend their working life or retire [17]. Employees’ chronological ageing involves statutory retirement age, social insurance, policies and economic incentives in working life and society. Adequate personal finances, providing for a living, food and essential factors, are the second consideration for extended working life [17]. It therefore appears that biological and chronological ageing are the most important to work life participation in an older age. However, there are also important motivation factors in order to extend working life in the third and fourth considerations, based on the possibility for social inclusion/participation in an inspiring work situation and for motivating and stimulating activities and tasks based on the individuals’ knowledge [17]. These further conceptualizations of ageing need to be carefully considered for a sustainable extended working life [4-8, 10-12, 14, 15, 31].
Figure 3. Theoretical model of the relationship between the different conceptualizations of ageing, the nine factors identified as important to participation in working life, and the four resulting considerations in the decision to extend working life or retire.

The aim to postpone retirement age and to motivate older workers to extend their working lives is on the agenda in many societies [1-3]. As shown in this review, research in this area is multidimensional, interdisciplinary and complex, and there are no watertight bulkheads between the four segments in the model. However, this theoretical model could be a desirable tool for e.g. managers, policy makers, occupational health care and HR-personnel when discussing the complexity of ageing in working life. The situation of older workers is unique in relation to that of other age groups, although ageing is individual and therefore also unique to each person. Explaining and understanding the complexity requires definitions of ageing that match areas in different contexts for older workers. Today, most initiatives to extend working life are based on chronological ageing and, as this review has shown, those initiatives mostly concern personal finances, i.e. only one of the four considerations in the decision to extend working life and only one of the nine factors of importance to work life participation. Each of the nine factors associated with different conceptualizations of ageing in the theoretical model needs to be taken into practical account when developing sustainable interventions to promote healthy extended working life. Further research is needed to test the robustness of the theoretical model and framework presented in this study, which are intended to aid a practical approach at the societal level and the employer level. More research is also needed in order to develop policies and sustainable interventions promoting older workers and extended working life. In ongoing and future research, this theoretical model is intended being used to design different research projects and intervention actions.

Limitations

This review aimed to explore, explain and understand the complexity of employee ageing in relation to making working life sustainable for the ageing population. However, there could be some limitations. Extending working life is a complex subject requiring multidisciplinary research techniques. This integrative review included quantitative, qualitative and intervention studies, as well as studies with various samples and degrees of evidence. That could have led to bias in the conclusions, because the relative significance of the selected documents was not compared. It is also possible that the review excluded some important studies in the search and selection process based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria set. Other authors might have included or excluded some other papers.
Some individuals with diseases and demanding accidents cannot work anymore and therefore leave working life, i.e. do not work until an older age, and this could give a selection problem in different studies. The included studies in this review had a study population of older employees, and they could be affected by the selection bias “healthy worker effect”. However, all studies have older employees as study population, i.e. the same selection bias problem, and internal comparison is reported to be one of the most effective ways of reduce the healthy worker effect [138]. Furthermore, this review specified nine different areas affecting ongoing work life participation in an older age. The effect of those nine areas could therefore instead be an indication on the complexity of the “healthy worker effect” that needs to be analysed further in a new study.

Another factor that could have affected the results was the decision to use the concepts of chronological, biological, mental and social ageing. If the analysis had instead used the clustered ageing concept “functional ageing”, which combines mental, biological and social ageing (see Figure 1), eight of the nine factors, i.e. except personal finances, would refers to functional ageing. Not using a clustered approach such as functional ageing or subjective ageing seemed therefore to give higher definition in the analysis and an improved theoretical model.

Gender is important for extended working life and statistics from most countries show that in general, more men than women extend their working life. Gender is only briefly mentioned in this review, regarding attitude of managers and organisations and disability and ethnicity effects on extended working life. Many of the nine factors are affected by gender differences, but not in relation to ageing. For example, the retirement system differs between men and women in some countries, men and women may have different occupations with different work environments and trade union conditions, and the family situation and cultural attitudes to working women may differ. However, this study focused on the dimensions of ageing and factors of importance to work life participation and extended working life, so a specific gender analysis was not performed.

Despite these limitations, the results presented and the theoretical model can hopefully contribute to a critical discussion and a better understanding of the complexity of employee ageing in relation to a sustainable extended working life for the ageing population.

Conclusions

Society’s macro level view of ageing is mostly based on chronological age. The attitude at the society’s macro level and organisational meso level affects the older employees’ experience of their social age. Individuals’ genes, lifestyle and diseases affect their biological and mental/cognitive ageing. However, those ageing conceptualizations are also affected by different health determinants, environment, the possibilities/ facilities,
attitudes and trust performed at the organisational meso level and the societal macro level. Therefore it is important to change attitudes on the macro and meso level and include more ageing concepts in working life in order to enable more individuals to extend their working life in the future.

The theoretical model in this study lists four conceptualizations of ageing and describes how these are connected with older workers’ possibility to extend their working life. Ageing affects many aspects of people’s lives and involves multidimensional contexts in relation to the possibility for extended working life. Societies today focus mostly on chronological ageing and are looking to increase the retirement age with regard to statutory pension systems, e.g. beyond 65 years of age. However, ageing is not solely a matter of chronological age, but also includes dimensions of mental/cognitive, biological and social ageing. Ageing in working life is determined by e.g. genetic heritage, damage incurred during life, lifestyle, diseases and illnesses, injuries, social and family circumstances, attitudes, possibility to develop, stimulating tasks, learning and cognition, etc. Thus if societies want people to work in older age, they must consider these factors.

This study developed a theoretical model on how conceptualizations of ageing relate to nine areas identified as important for work life participation and extended working life. This model could be a useful tool for e.g. managers, policy makers, occupational health care and HR-personals in the development of more age-aware management by employers, in the discussion on how ageing progresses in different occupations and in the individual’s ability to work for longer. This in turn could advance interdisciplinary research and the ongoing debate on the subject and inspire future research. The overall intention of all such work is to make extended working life more sustainable for the ageing population.
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